
Gaming Leader Relaunches Industry Leading
Service - Will It Change The Game?

Realmoneyonlinecasinos.com

A leading website devoted to safely gaming online for
money is relaunching. It is publishing over 100 new guides
and reviews in 2017.

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA, April 21, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/
-- With the aim to shake up the existing landscape and
change the way things are done, this firm brings decades of
combined experience to the table, having previously built
one of the top sites in the industry. RMOC is the new
venture from industry leader Bodhi Media LTD.

What is RealMoneyOnlineCasinos.com?

While the site has existed for a while, it has recently been
redesigned and re-launched, with the team eager to take it
to new heights, building another first-rate gaming site in the
process.

The site will offer hundreds of impartial, factual reviews, game assessments, how to play guides,
game strategy articles, and the latest industry news.

It will also offer scores of bonuses, promotions, and offers from some of the leading casino gaming
brands online.

What's Different About This Site?

Visit https://realmoneyonlinecasinos.com and one thing will become immediately apparent - it's no-
frills and extremely easy to use. Without many of the gimmicks or hyperbole found on many gaming
sites, the main principle behind launching the site is to bring reliable information to the reader in a no-
nonsense format.

"We at RMOC are dedicated to protecting players' safety and ensuring they have fun online," says
Bodhi Media's founder.

With a team of experts who have their finger on the pulse of the industry, the reviews are 100%
impartial and factual, the information is up-to-date, and the news is current.

As seasoned readers will be well aware - those three elements alone set RMOC apart from much of
the other sites of this nature.

What Are the Main Features of the Site?

There are several distinct sections of the site. They include:

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://realmoneyonlinecasinos.com/
https://realmoneyonlinecasinos.com


- Casino Reviews
- Game Reviews
- How to Play/Strategy Articles
- Bonuses & Offers
- Industry News

When is the Site Coming Online?

The site is already live and will be constantly updated with fresh new content throughout 2017 and
beyond.

Will RMOC change the game and climb to the top of the online gaming industry? Time will tell, but
with a world-class team at the helm, it's highly likely that a shakeup in the industry is set to occur.
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